Access to Gross Volumetric Data.  
(Security Blanket)
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**Audience:** All Stakeholders

**Purpose:** This Tip describes the Petrinex “Volumetric Security Blanket” to provide an understanding to what data is available to non-operators in Petrinex and under the Public Data Access function.

**Background:**

The Volumetric Security Blanket ensures that commercially sensitive data is only available to the appropriate parties. Please note that the Volumetric Security blanket does not affect business rules regarding experimental or confidential facilities/wells.

Petrinex security regarding access to gross volumetric data associated with non-experimental & non-confidential facilities/wells has two components:

1. **Unless** the requestor of a facility’s gross volumetric data is the operator of that facility, **“All”** access to a facility’s volumetric information is restricted for the following facility sub-types:
   - Custom Treaters (CT)
   - Terminals (TM)
   - Meter Stations (MS)
   - Refineries (RF)
   - Pipelines (PL), and
   - Fractionation Gas Plants (GP- Subtype 407)
   - Waste Plants (WP)

2. Non-operators are not able to view detailed “Disposition” information to a CT, TM, MS, RF, PL, GP (frac plant) or WP.
   - For example: Dispositions to a non-confidential Battery (BT), Gas Gathering System (GS) or regular Gas Plant (GP not Subtype 407) will be displayed including the volume and location the product was disposed to, but dispositions to a Terminal (TM) will not be displayed.
More information: For questions related to Petrinex, please contact the Business Desk.
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